
Retail organizations face pressure on two major fronts. First, they must provide for the best possible  
digital experience. In an omni-channel environment, retailers are challenged to equally serve online,  
mobile, and in-store customers, while at the same time providing more tailored service and selection.  
Second, they must strive for operational excellence. Active and automated management of the supply  
chain, inventory process, pricing actions, customer checkout, security compliance, buying patterns,  
and loyalty programs drive operational efficiencies and heightened profitability. Here, the retail network 
infrastructure must deliver on both fronts.

Reacting to lessons learned during the COVID-19 pandemic and reassessing their networking approach  
for 2021 and beyond, retail organizations are looking to further heighten network flexibility, dynamics,  
and controls. Improvements in the network and in network management assure the successful delivery of  
the digital experience and the execution of maximally efficient and effective operational practices.

Source: Enterprise Networking Survey — The Emergence of the Next Normal, IDC, 2021

To improve both the digital experience and business operations, the retail network must focus on meeting 
requirements across three critical areas of concern. Across each, detailed network visibility and in-depth 
analysis enable the continual monitoring and management necessary to succeed in all three areas.

User experience 
Online transactions, worker interactions, store connectivity, data distribution, secure checkouts,  
and more are enhanced by a properly operating and secured network. Detailed views into network  
conditions, infrastructure components, cloud service levels, and application integrity ensure that  
customers and workers are enjoying the best possible experience. 
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The Network in Retail: 2021 and Beyond
Critical to Customer Experience, Business Operations, and Digital Innovation

What are the most important changes to your network operations in 2020 in  
response to COVID-19 that will become permanent changes to your organization?

Critical Focal Points for Network Management

Network Management in Retail: The Rising Priorities
The COVID-19 pandemic is driving permanent changes in network management.

The Network in Retail: Driving Superior Service and Solid Returns

Critical Focal Points for Network Management
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Resource integrity   
Wide-ranging requirements relating to omni-channel delivery, mixed user demands (e.g., customer, worker, partner), 
information and transaction security, and distributed operations heighten the criticality and complexity of the retail 
network. More technologies, connections, users, devices, exchanges, and threats raise the stakes in networking — and in 
network management. Detailed network views and insights assure the integrity not only of individual network components 
but also of the entire network infrastructure — and the many exchanges dependent on this vital business resource.

Technology innovation   
Retail is a fast-moving industry that undergoes constant change. There are also accelerating security threats to  
consider. Being able to evaluate these pressure points fully and even predict network reactions to new business  
demands and technology solutions allows the retailer to more readily innovate and react more quickly to developing 
digital requirements.

Improved network visibility and control drive both tactical and strategic benefits to retail organizations  
and those they serve. Key areas of positive impact include:
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Accedian empowers IT teams to take control of their end users’ and customers’ digital experiences 
with Skylight. Foundational to this control is universal coverage and end-to-end visibility across physical, 
hybrid, and cloud environments to drive digital efficiency, improve productivity, and accelerate digital 
transformation initiatives.  

Driving digital efficiency and effectiveness  
Customer purchase, worker enablement,  
supplier fulfillment, and automated inventory must 
each be fully enabled by the network and its many  
connected resources. With more detailed network 
intelligence and insights, network components can 
operate at higher utilization levels without added risks. 
Retailers can control infrastructure costs while still 
providing for the high-quality network service levels 
required in this digital era.

Reducing downtime, slowdowns,  
failed transactions, and security threats   
Detailed network data and analysis provide early 
warnings for developing problems, with precise 
corrective actions. Gains in infrastructure and 
application performance levels boost worker 
productivity as well as the quality and quantity of 
customer interactions. Early detection and mitigation 
of security threats help protect the retailer — and its 
customers — from damaging security breaches and 
regulatory noncompliance consequences.

Improving IT staff productivity and teamwork   
Intelligent management solutions provide  
relief from time-consuming operational tasks  
(e.g., problem resolution, system deployments)  
and enable greater focus on strategic efforts  
(e.g., digital rollouts, technology innovation).  
Also, the use of common tools and intelligence 
across IT breaks down technology silos and drives 
improved project completion rates and outcomes.

Accelerating digital transformation and adaptation  
Whether moving data, speeding transactions, 
facilitating partner exchanges, connecting IoT 
devices, or serving customers and workers,  
the network and networked resources must deliver.  
As retailers look to innovate, precise views into 
current network conditions and insights into the 
impact of changing network demands enable  
more rapid and fail-safe digital enhancements.

The Impact of Network Analytics in Retail
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